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Question 1: A container of oxygen (O2) gas and an identical container with neon (Ne)
gas are each heated from273K to 300K (at constant volume), and it is found that the
same amount of energy is required in each case. We can say that

o,. Littn- åw tg";h. ln*l ç'n". to^ e. q,^ergy 3oes 'Þ nulnll',-l E.v.
A) The number of moles of 02 is the same as the number of moles of Ne. i. se^Ê. øw,pþ-ç

B) The number of moles of Oz is greafer than as the number of moles of Ne. 'vø,.1/ ¿,n¿ø^.

@fn" number of moles of Oz is less than as the number of moles of Ne. o, Iobs **
Ð Any of the above are possible e/v1¿.îôy
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Question 2: Two identical containers are each f,rlled with helium. In the first container,
the average speed of the atoms is twice the average speed in the second container. If
the gas in each container has the same pressure, we can say that 
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A) The density in rhe first container is four rimes larger 
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euestion 3: 'I'wo containers each contain one mole of oxygen, " ";l'r{rff lÃ" 
*nà T

initial volume, temperature, and pressure. One is compressed while being kept at
constant temperature, while the other is cooled with a freely moving piston. If the
volume is decreased by half in each case, we can say that

fÃ}In. work done on the gas is nonzero in both cases but larger in the constant\\ /,,,

temperature case

B) The work done on the gas is nonzero in both cases, but smaller in the constant
temperature case

C) The work done on the gas is nonzero only in the constant temperature case

. D) The work done on the gas is nonzero only in the case where the gas is cooleduYy, 
tuø"þ = Jfav P i^,.u^u, ì*_4.0^ Trtl þ-f {rocesstso drE,V \AV = woèp(*^*;,(t'^*-rl
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Question 4: Gas in an insulated contãiner is compressed. We can say that

A) The temperature of the gas increases and the pressure stays constant

lllhe temperature ofthe gas stays constant and the pressure increases

(C¡)fne temperature and pressure of the gas both increase

Ð fne temperature of the gas decreases and the pressure increases

E) The temperature and pressure of the gas both decrease

Question 5: Equal amounts of helium gas fill two halves of an isolated container with
a thermally conducting partition in the middle. Initially, the temperature is 300K on

one side and 400K on the other side. If we observe the gas some time later, we can be

sure that the temperatures on the two sides will never be 27 5K and 425K, because

A) this would violate conservation of energy.
B) this would violate the ideal gas iaw.
C) the partition allows heat to flow from one side to the other, but the

lamperatures cannot change if the two gases do not mix. :. 5r,^3 + -f4tt t"+:n

Qlnis would be extraordinarily unlikely. -p,ssìbiy -'f:ku {i ,
(*øu = vío!Åt,^ * 2^Å !-^*\

Question 6: A point in empty space is equidistant from 3 charges as shown. What is

the direction ofthe electric field at that point?

â4.'ê.\i l:¿e J
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C) D)

E) None of the angles slrown



Question 7: A conducting shell has a positive charge sitting inside
it, as shown in the figure.

Choose the diagram below that best represents the magnitude ofthe
electric field of this conf,rguration as we move away from the centre.
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Question 8: A proton and an electron sit next to a
positively charged plate, as shown in the figure. Rank
the combined electric potential from the plate and both
charges at each point from highest to lowest.
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!\They'll both rotate in the same direction and move away from each other.
(g)Ihey'll both rotate in the same direction and move towards each other.
-C) They'll both rotate in the same direction and stay stationary with respect to each

other.
D) They'll rotate in opposite directions and move away from each other.
E) They'11 rotate in opposite directions and move towards each other.
F) They'Il rotate in opposite directions and stay stationary with respect to each other.

. t\ .1 fÅa-+ìal i^cc¿-¿res. Ivo- V+*V -
Question 9: Two dipoles are held ás illustrated in the
figure. Which statement best describes the motion of * A X
the dipoles when they are released? . : $,/
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@@a) A:B:E>C>D

b) D>C>A:B:E
c) A>B:D:E>C
d) c>B:D:E>A

@AtB>c>D>E
Ð E>D>C>B>A
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Question tr0 (5 points):

In particle physics experiments it's often useful to make
a beam of electrons turn a corner. This can be done

using the electric field generated by a parailel plate
capacitor.

The figure shows an electron with speed 7x106 m/s enters a hole at a 45" angle, travels
1 cm horizontally, and exits at a 45" angle, completing a 90" tum in the process.

Find the strength and the direction ofthe electric field that bends this eiectron.
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Question 11 (5 points):

An electron is a distance R away from a wire and
travelling at velocity v parallel to the wire. After
some time the electron has traveiled a distance d
forward and is now a R/2 away from the wire,
labelled p on the figure.

R12i
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A) Given that the electric field of the wire is E : k)Jr,where 2 is the linear charge

density (charge per unit length), what is the potential difference between the
initial position ofthe charge and the point p?
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B) What is the kinetic energy of the electron at point p?
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Question 12 (8 points):
You are about to submit a patent application for a gasoline-powered device to
enteilain babies. The device consists of a vertical cylinder of gas with a movable
piston surrounded by a constant temperature water bath. The gas inside is originally at

the same temperature as the water bath.

To use the device, a baby is placed on top ofthe piston so that the gas is slowly
compressed to one third of its voiume at constant temperature (A --+ B). Then fuel is
added to the gas and burned slowly so that the gas heats and expands to its original
volume while the piston on top is free to move (B - C). Finally, the piston is locked
and the gas cools again to the temperature of the water bath (C --' A). The piston
locks are removed and the process repeats. The baby is enterlained by the gentle up
and down motion. (see next page for questions)
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a) Draw the process on the graph above and filI in the chart below given the initial
values for the state A. Explain your work in the space below the table.n

A B C

Temperature 300K 7co K Qoa K

Pressure 15OkPa 4lo k?^ . 4ra[<?"

Volume 0.lm' OÉ59? w'1 O. (,^ >
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b) Suppose the gas in the cylinder is argon, with Cy :312P.. How much gasoline
(35MJ/L) must be burned each cycle to entertain the baby? (Hint: the question is

basically asking how much heat must be added to the gas in the process B -- C).
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Question X.3 (4 points + possible bonus points):

A container with a partition in the middle has two sides with volume 1m3. The

container is filled on one side with a "gas" of 10e free electrons with temperature 300K.

If the partition is removed so that the electrons fill the container, does the temperature

increase, decrease, or stay the same? Explain. If you predict that the temperature will
change, estimate the flrnai temperature.
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